Relationship of approaches and a tiered methodology for screening chemicals in the context of long-range transport.
In many national and international initiatives, where thousands of chemicals are screened, the ability of a chemical to be transported over long distances is an important criterion in determining whether environmental concern is warranted. Preliminary screening can be conducted using: (1) effective travel distance (ETD); (2) characteristic travel distance (CTD); and/or (3) the degradation half-life in air. The CTD is the distance traveled before the concentration of a chemical in air is reduced by a factor of 50%, for example. Differences in the distance traveled associated with the environmental release medium of a chemical are taken into account the ETD measure. The ETD can be defined as the distance traveled before the concentration in a stated medium (air, water, soil or sediment) is reduced to a specified level for a given mass release rate to air, to water and/or to soil. However, despite their merits, the use of multimedia screening measures like the ETD and CTD remains inhibited by both the limited availability of degradation data (particularly for soils and sediments) and release pattern information. Preliminary screening in terms of the atmospheric degradation half-life is commonly the only practical option. In this paper, straightforward guidelines based on partitioning coefficients (Henry's law constant and octanol water partitioning coefficient) are proposed to reduce the degradation data requirements of multimedia measures like the ETD and CTD. The values used in the guidelines reflect a quantifiable trade-off between data acquisition requirements and uncertainty. The relationship of the potential screening options (using all degradation data versus using only data identified as required in the CTD and ETD approaches; screening in terms of the degradation half-life in air versus the CTD versus the ETD) is derived and the consequences of the differences are illustrated. A three-tiered screening methodology is then proposed. This tiered methodology will result in significant savings in time and money in national and international screening initiatives.